Early Stage of Hyperintense Acute Reperfusion Marker on Contrast-Enhanced FLAIR Images in Patients With Acute Stroke.
Hyperintense acute reperfusion marker (HARM) is defined as delayed CSF enhancement on FLAIR images in patients with acute stroke and was observed in follow-up FLAIR images after initial MRI with contrast material administration. We hypothesized that different imaging findings of HARM could be present depending on the timing of FLAIR imaging after contrast material administration. Of 218 consecutive patients with acute stroke or transient ischemic attack over 3 months, 12 with linear contrast enhancement on the cortical surface in initial FLAIR images underwent serial FLAIR imaging. Initial FLAIR images were obtained 5 minutes after contrast material administration, and follow-up unenhanced FLAIR images were obtained 2.5-29 hours (mean, 13.2 hours) after initial FLAIR imaging. The enhancement patterns between initial and follow-up FLAIR images were compared. In all 12 patients, initial contrast-enhanced FLAIR images showed focal or multifocal linear contrast enhancement along the cortical surface near acute infarctions. On follow-up unenhanced FLAIR images, initial cortical enhancement spread diffusely and filled the subarachnoid space. HARM in acute stroke can be detected earlier than previously reported on initial contrast-enhanced FLAIR images. Different imaging findings of HARM depend on the timing of FLAIR imaging after contrast material administration.